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TITLE: Instapak Quick® RT To Be Offered As Instant Foam Solution For Most Peli Protector™ Cases 
 
PRODUCT AFFECTED: Protector Case – Models 1300 to 1780 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Instapack Cat. # Contents Fits these Peli Cases 
1400IP (1400-408-000) (6) #10 packs #1300, 1400 

(4) #20 packs (bottom) 1500IP (1500-408-000)
(2) #10 packs (top) #1430, 1450, 1500 

(4) #40 packs (bottom) 1520IP (1520-408-000) (2) #20 packs (top) #1440, 1510, 1520 

(4) #60 packs (bottom) 1550IP (1550-408-000) (2) #40 packs (top) #1550, 1560 

(4) #80 packs (bottom) 1600IP (1600-408-000) (2) #60 packs (top) #1600, 1610, 1620 

1630, 1640, 1650, 1660, 1690, 1700, 1720, 1750, 1780, 0340, 0350, 0370 
Cases. Please call for assistance. 

 
 

1- Completely unfold 
an Instapack 
Quick® RT bag and 
lay on a flat surface. 
Press hard on the 
component “A” oval 
to break the seal. 

2- Alternately “pat” back and 
forth on the “A” and “B” ovals 
fifteen to twenty times. As soon 
as the foam begins to expand, 
place the bag into the empty 
case. NOTE: Instapack foam 
expands rapidly so work quickly. 

3- As the foam continues to expand, center the product to 
be packaged, and hold product in place for 30 seconds. 

4A- Activate a second bag. Quickly place 
on top of the product. Close the case lid 
and lock for 30 seconds so that the foam 
expands to form a top cushion. 

4B- If the product fills more than 50% of the case 
you can use the convulated lid foam in the case lid 
or a second Instapack. Refer to the chart below for 
appropriate case lid top packs. 

Instapack Quick® RT to be used 
with Peli 1300 or larger Cases only 

 
 
DO NOT use an Instapack bag more than one 
size larger than we suggest. Serious injury may 
result. 
If there is any doubt what size to use, use 
multiple small bags rather than one large one. 
 
 
Instapack Quick is a registered trademark on Sealed Air 
Corporation 


